Brian Trudeau – Mind Illusionist
Welcome to MINDSHOCKER ENTERTAINMENT - Home of Winnipeg Mind Illusionist Brian Trudeau.
Brian’s interest in magic began like many others, at the young age of 8 when everything seemed magical to
him. He remembers being glued to the television set watching “The Magic of David Copperfield”. He didn’t know
it at the time, but that first encounter would set the wheels in motion for a lifelong passion for this wonderful art.
Shortly thereafter, he received his very first magic set and began amazing family and friends with his trickery.
He honed his skills over the next decade by performing at many birthday parties, daycare centers and festivals.
Fast forward to the present, where Brian’s primary focus is on the art of Mentalism; or, as he likes to call it - Mind
Illusions. Unlike a magician using props to perform magic tricks, a mind illusionist uses people as his props. By
creating a number of fun psychological experiments with spectators, he tries to intercept their thoughts and 'read'
their minds. Many studies suggest that over 80% of body language is transmitted through non-verbal
communication. Because of this, studying body language, noting the tone of voice, and looking into the eyes are
all helpful tools for Brian whenever he attempts to tap into someone's thought patterns.
Brian relies heavily on audience participation during his show. He uses a number of fun "experiments" such as
guessing numbers people are merely thinking of, guessing the name of a relative, predicting the outcome of
specific events, or even predicting a word circled by a volunteer from a magazine!
Brian's enthusiasm rubs off on any group . . . His clients will leave scratching their heads in disbelief as he
guesses things that he could not possibly know . . . Brian's humor, professionalism and uniqueness are surefire
traits that will help make your event truly memorable. Rest assured, at the end of it all you will have experienced
a unique show, unlike any other. Brian is available for all types of events. From corporate annual general
meetings to weddings, fundraisers, festivals, fairs or private parties, you can rest easy knowing that Brian has a
show ready to go for any group. For booking info, please contact MINDSHOCKER ENTERTAINMENT by visiting us
online at www.mindshocker.ca today!
Trust us - Your guests will enjoy themselves far more than they ever "thought" possible!

